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S U P E R W A E

SuperWAE At A Glance
Introduction to the Algo reDefine Automated Trading System
This trading system is a highly efficient robot based on the Waddah Attar Explosion
indicator for accurate entry signals, working in conjunction with a variety of indicators
including SuperTrend and HMA, to produce accurate entry and exit signals, while
maintaining overall governance by having advanced risk/profit management, optionally
a news manager, and a maze of other unique features, working together to achieve a
great trading outcome.

Indicator - Waddah Attar Explosion
Waddah Attar Explosion is based on price action and can be used by trader's to help identify
when the price of an instrument has started moving as a continued trend or is about to breakout after being in a range or after a price reversal. It uses MACD & Bollinger Bands to track
trend direction and strength.

Various components of this indicator
Dead Zone Line: Works as a filter for weak signals. Do not trade when the red or green
histogram is below it.
Histograms:
• Red histogram shows the current down trend.
• Green histogram shows the current up trend.
• Sienna line shows the explosion in price up or down.
Signal for BUY Entry:
• Green histogram is rising.
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Green histogram above Explosion line.
Explosion line raising.
Both green histogram and Explosion line above DeadZone line.

Signal for BUY Exit: Exit when green histogram crosses below Explosion line.
Signal for Sell Entry:
• Red histogram is raising.
• Red histogram above Explosion line.
• Explosion line raising.
• Both red histogram and Explosion line above DeadZone line.
Signal for SELL Exit: Exit when red histogram crosses below Explosion line.

Indicator - Super Trend
This is a trend-following indicator just like moving averages and MACD (moving average
convergence divergence). It is plotted on prices and their placement indicates the
current trend.

Indicator - Hull Moving Average
This is a trend-following indicator just like moving averages and MACD (moving average
convergence divergence). It is plotted on prices and their placement indicates the
current trend.

General Configuration
Instance Name

Also known as the label. This allows the cbot to match its own trades in order to manage when it’s running, and re-engage
the open positions if cbot is restarted. Never set two instances of cbot to use the same label as it will cause unforeseeable conflicts. Supported
variables in the label name are: [s] for symbol, [tf] for timeframe, [v] for version. [v] is NOT recommended as it might cause an updated version of
cbot to ignore previously opened (yet still open) positions due to label mismatch.

Trades

Choose which trade types (BUY/SELL/BOTH) is the cbot permitted to create and manage.

Debugging

Log debug messages in the log window. This has no effect in optimization mode as debugging will not engage.
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Risk Management
The Risk Management settings allows you to specify risk/profit related settings base on your risk
appetite.

Quantity Per Trade
Fixed

If mode is set to “Fixed”, trade lot size will be limited to the value defined in this field.

% of Equity or Balance

Define your risk % margin criteria for Equity or Balance if selected. Lot size in this mode is calculated from the worst-case

StopLoss value of the new position. The Max Lot Size setting is applicable here to limit the maximum lot size the trading system is allowed to trade even if the
dynamic calculated lot size is larger, this provides a hard limit on tradeable lot size to limit potential risk.

Trade Delay
This introduces a delay period based on the outcome and type of the last position closed. If enabled, a new position will be prevented from opening if the specified
time period (as a percentage of the current TimeFrame) has not elapsed. This aims to avoid unnecessary consecutive loss due to sudden market condition change,
could be useful to prevent multiple trades inside the same trend.
A position is considered Lost if it closed with net profit of zero or negative.
Lost Delay for at least the period specified if position was lost.
Won Delay for at least the period specified if position was won.
Any Delay for at least the period specified if position was either lost or won.
SameTypeAny Delay for at least the period specified if last position was of the same trade type (BUY/SELL) as the new proposed trade, regardless of outcome
of the last trade.

SameTypeWon Delay for at least the period specified if last position was of the same trade type (BUY/SELL) as the new proposed trade, if the last trade won.
SameTypeLost Delay for at least the period specified if last position was of the same trade type (BUY/SELL) as the new proposed trade, if the last trade lost.
Disabled Do not delay any trade, disables the module.

Delay as % of TimeFrame

Delay for a percentage of time based on the instance TimeFrame. For example. 50% of TimeFrame (Hour4) is a period of two hours. This value can exceed
100 for more delays on lower timeframes, e.g. 300% delay on M15 results in 45 mins delay.
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Triggering Trailing Stop Loss (TSL) with Trailing Option
A trailing stop loss is intended to help you lock in profits while protecting you from losses. It caps the amount that will be lost if the trade doesn't work out but doesn't
cap the potential gain if the trade works in your favor.
Dynamic

Trailing SL will be triggered when the Pips profit of the position reaches the dynamically changing Average
True Range multiplied by the ATR multiplier specified in the Trailing Stop Loss – Fine-Tuning section.
Utilized Parameters: [Entry] Dynamic Trigger (ATR Multiplier), ATR Period, ATR
Timeframe, ATR MA Type

FixedPips

Trailing SL will be triggered on reaching Fixed Pips threshold, specified in the Trailing Stop Loss – Fine-

Tuning section.
Utilized Parameters: [Entry] Fixed Trigger (in Pips)

Disabled

Disables TSL. StopLoss is triggered when either the initial SL (when the position was created) is reached, or any Exit Trigger forcefully closes the position on detection of reversal of
the position’s direction (BUY/SELL) to prevent it from incurring further losses before the max SL is reached.
Note: The bot has built-in mechanism to prevent the SL price to be changed to a new SL which is less favorable than it already achieved. This TSL is proactively managed on the client-side only and
is not controlled by the cTrader server. The cBot instance must be running to manage the TSL of the position.

TSL Trailing Options (If TSL is Enabled and Triggered)
ATR

Regularly updates the SL price of a position to the calculated ATR-based pips (times the multiplier)
trailing behind the position’s current price.
Utilized Parameters: [Trailing] Dynamic Distance (ATR Multiplier), ATR Period,
ATR Timeframe, ATR MA Type

ATRwithBE

Regularly updates the SL price of a position to the calculated ATR-based pips (times the multiplier)
trailing behind the position’s current price, while guaranteeing a minimum of Break Even pips in the money, from the
entry price.
Utilized Parameters: [Trailing] Dynamic Distance (ATR Multiplier), [Trailing]
Break-Even (pips), ATR Period, ATR Timeframe, ATR MA Type

Fixed

Fixed trailing SL.

Fine-Tuning Trailing Stop Loss (TSL) parameters
Entry Fixed Trigger (in Pips)
Entry Dynamic Trigger (in multiples of ATR)
Trailing Fixed Distance (in Pips)
Trailing Dynamic Distance (in multiples of ATR)
Trailing Dynamic Distance (in multiples of ATR)
Note: The bot has built-in mechanism to prevent the SL price to be changed to a new SL which is less favorable than
it already achieved. This TSL is proactively managed on the client-side only and is not controlled by the cTrader
server. The cBot instance must be running to manage the TSL of the position.
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Triggering Advanced Take Profit (Adv. TP)
Dynamic

Adv. TP will be triggered when the Pips profit of the position reaches the dynamically changing
Average True Range multiplied by the ATR multiplier specified in the Advanced Take Profit - Dynamic ATR section.
Utilized Parameters: TP 1 Trigger (multiplier), TP ATR Period, TP ATR
Timeframe, TP ATR MA Type,

FixedPips

Adv. TP will be triggered on reaching Fixed Pips threshold, specified in the Advanced Take Profit -

Fixed section.
Utilized Parameters: TP 1 Trigger (pips)
Note: The bot has built-in mechanism to prevent the TP price to be changed to a new TP which is less favorable than it already achieved. Adv. TP is proactively managed on the client-side only and
is not controlled by the cTrader server. The cBot instance must be running to manage the TP of the position.

Disabled

Disables Adv. TP. As by design there is no initial TP set for a position, Take Profit is managed via either Trailing Stop Loss, or any Exit Trigger forcefully closes the position on
detection of reversal of the position’s direction (BUY/SELL) to prevent it from losing gained profits.

Advanced Take Profit Trigger Explained
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Entry Constraints
Account - Max Drawdown %

If Max Drawdown % is above your set threshold then no new position will be created.

However it’s important to note that it will not close* any position that are already open. Set to 0 to disable this check. It’s useful
when this bot runs alongside other bots or other instances of this cbot.
Optimisation: Uncheck this option. The cbot closes its position before opening another one so drawdown level will always be 0%
during backtesting or optimization.

Account – Min Margin Level %

If Min Margin Level % is below your set threshold then no new position will be created.

However it’s important to note that it will not close* any position that are already open. Set to 0 to disable this check. It’s useful
when this bot runs alongside other bots or other instances of this cbot.
Optimisation: Uncheck this option. The cbot closes its position before opening another one so margin level will always be N/A
during backtesting or optimization.

Account – Min Free Margin

If Free Margin in the amount of account currency is below your set threshold then no new
position will be created. However it’s important to note that it will not close* any position that are already open. Set to 0 to disable
this check.
Optimisation: Optional, recommend to uncheck this option.

Account - Min Balance

If cbot detects Min Balance is below your set threshold then no new position will be created.
However it’s important to note that it will not close* any position that are already open. Set to 0 to disable this check.
Optimisation: Optional, recommend to uncheck this option.

Account – Max Total Open Trades

If cbot detects that the number of open positions on the account-level regardless of source or label reaches this number, new trades will be
prevented. Set to 0 to disable this check.
Optimisation: Uncheck this option. The cbot closes its position before opening another one so this option will have no impact during backtesting or optimization.

Account – No new trade on Duplicate Symbol

If cbot detects that the same symbol is among open positions on the account-level, new trades will be prevented. E.g. If you

have a USDJPY trade open, it will not open another trade on USDJPY until the current position is closed and market conditions are suitable for entry.
Optimisation: Uncheck this option. The cbot closes its position before opening another one so this option will have no impact during backtesting or optimization.

Account – No new trade on Direct Contradiction

If cbot detects that the same symbol but with opposite trade type (BUY/SELL) is among open positions on the account-

level, new trades will be prevented. For example, if you have a USDJPY SELL trade open, it will not open another trade on USDJPY BUY until the current position is closed and market conditions are
suitable for entry.
Optimisation: Uncheck this option. The cbot closes its position before opening another one so this option will have no impact during backtesting or optimization.

Account – No new trade on Indirect Contradiction

If cbot detects that the same either Base or Quoted currency but with opposite trade type (BUY/SELL) is among open

positions on the account-level, new trades will be prevented. For example, if you have an AUDJPY SELL trade open, it will not open another trade on USDJPY BUY until the current position is closed
and market conditions are suitable for entry, since it may well be that the JPY currency is on uptrend.
Optimisation: Uncheck this option. The cbot closes its position before opening another one so this option will have no impact during backtesting or optimization.

Account – Max Open Trades on Same Base/Quoted Currency

Before entering a new position, the cbot collects a tally of each BASE / QUOTED currency in the open
positions, and compare that with the Base / Quote currency of the new position, if either Base/Quote count matching the new positions is reached then it will not open the new trade. For example,
if there are three open positions USDJPY + USDCHF + USDSGD, if the value is set to 3 then new position USDCAD will not be opened even though its not an existing open symbol, since the base
currency count reached the max value allowed. Likewise, if there are three open positions AUDJPY + USDJPY + GBPJPY, if the value is set to 3 then new position CADJPY will not be opened even
though its not an existing open symbol, since the base currency count reached the max value allowed. Set to 0 to disable this check.
Optimisation: Uncheck this option. The cbot closes its position before opening another one so this option will have no impact during backtesting or optimization.

Market - Max Spread (pips)

This is the maximum spread allowed for a currency/symbol before the cBot stops opening new positions. This is useful when the spread is very high with little
market movement / reduced liquidity. Set to 0 to disable this check and therefore allow any spread.
Optimisation: Optional, recommend to uncheck this option unless you would like to test the cbot working with varying values of spread.

Min Mins till 3x RO

This is to avoid a trade opening (x)min before the 5PM NY time on Tuesday after which you get charged three times the normal daily swap fees. It helps avoiding being
hit unnecessarily by big swap costs.
A swap/rollover fee is charged when you keep a position open overnight. A forex swap is the interest rate differential between the two currencies of the pair you are trading, and it is calculated
according to whether your position is long or short.
This helps reduce high swap rates for trades entered just before the rollover time at 5PM NY time on Tuesday.
Optimisation: Optional. Default 240 mins, Max 1440 mins and 0 to disable.

Indicator - ST (SuperTrend) Confirmation Dots

This is to provide additional confirmation for the trade signal direction generated by WAE system. The more dots (Bars) in the
direction of the trade the more confident the trade might be in the right direction, however setting this value too high can cause you to lose best opportunities for trading.
Optimisation: Recommended. For H4 timeframes, set range to 0 to 2. Max value can be set to higher if used on lower timeframes.

Indicator - HMA (Hull Moving Average) Confirmation Dots

This is also for providing additional confirmation for the trade signal direction generated by WAE system. The more
dots (Bars) in the direction of the trade the more confident the trade might be in the right direction, however setting this value too high can cause you to lose best opportunities for trading.
Optimisation: Recommended. For H4 timeframes, set range to 0 to 2. Max value can be set to higher if used on lower timeframes.

Indicator - WAE - Rising Trend %

Measures the percentage of the Trend line rise compared with the previous timeframe. This provides stronger confirmation for the trade signal

generated by WAE system.
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Indicator - WAE - Rising Explosion %

Measures the percentage of the Bar close price rise compared with the previous timeframe. This provides stronger confirmation for the trade

signal generated by WAE system.

* This is due to design consideration that multiple instances of this cbot are likely to be run on the same account, and that a sudden, temporary change in account Drawdawn / Balance situation
will not result in all instances closing positions at the same time.

Hard Stop Loss
In some cases, the initial Stop Loss generated by the Waddah Attar Explosion can be higher than expected (WAE based SL price mostly on the last closing price of the last Bar), and can result in
bigger losses. The Hard Stop Loss mechanism imposes a hard limit on the maximum number of pips the position can lose.

Allow

Permit a new position to be entered at any SL price set by the WAE system.

Reject

Refuse to allow a new position to be entered at the SL price set by the WAE algorithm, no new position
can be created unless the proposed SL price from WAE algorithm falls below the Hard Stop Loss pip range.

ForceHardSL

Override the SL price from WAE algorithm and set it to the Hard Stop Loss price, and allow a new
position to be entered (provided all other entry constraint conditions are met as well).

Hard Stop Loss – Fine Tuning

Both or either Fixed (pips) and ATR (multiplier) values can be set to 0 to disable, and above 0 to enable, or both can be enabled at the same time.
If both parameters are set above zero, the cbot will calculated ATR-based Stop Loss pips and compare it with the Fixed Pips, and chooses the lowest result as the Hard SL limit.
If both parameters are set to zero, the Hard SL protection will be disabled completely.

Exit Triggers
If any one of the conditions is met, an opened position will be closed.
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WAE – On Histogram (if no TSL)

If WAE detects a new histogram that meet a certain condition (see

illustration) it will close the open position.

WAE – On Reversal

If WAE is intending to open a new position, however it is in the opposite direction of the last
trade, it then will close the current open position before creating the new position based on market conditions. This is very
helpful when the market reverses the previous trend. It can selectively close the open position based on the profitability of
the position.

ST agreeing with HMA – On Reversal

If both SuperTrend and HMA agrees ( having a consensus) with enough confirmation dots set, than the current trend is the reverse of the
direction when the open position was created, the position will be closed. You may choose to set one of them to 0 to have its opinion ignored and solely rely on the other indicator. If both are set to
0, no SuperTrend or Hull Moving Average will be engaged.
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Sample Optimisation Sets
H4 Timeframe – AUDJPY
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